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Introduction
The propagation problems of elastic waves in media layers are the basic and universal problems of continuum mechanics, and are significant in theory and practice of seismic prospecting, structural engineering, nondestructive testing, etc. The propagation problems of elastic waves are also the complex problems because of the various media types, such as perfect elastic medium, viscoelastic medium, isotropic medium and anisotropic medium etc, and of the reflection and transmission problems, general boundary condition problems. However, the analytical and solving methods of these problems have the intrinsic similarity and unity.
For the problems of elastic waves in media layers, the traditional solving methods are based on classical elastic wave equations [1, 2] . Elastic wave equations regard displacements as basic variables, and are one kind variable solution methodology classified as Lagrange system theory. Zhong et al. [3] [4] [5] presented the dual variables equations of elastic waves. The dual variables equations regard the dual variables of displacement and stress as basic variables, and are two kinds variable solution methodology classified as Hamilton system theory. Compared with wave equations with one kind variable, Hamilton solution system has more advantages. Because dual variables equations regard displacement and stress as basic variables, the stress variables avoid being solved indirectly, and the boundary conditions can be dealt with intuitionisticly and easily. A set of methodology of state-space equations can be applied to solve the dual variables equations of elastic waves, and the properties of elastic wave can be represented intuitively and comprehensively [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The derivation methods of dual variables equations of elastic waves in references 3-5 are based on energy variation principle and Legendre transform, and they are complicated and nonintuitive. Additionally, they mainly apply to the perfect elastic and isotropic media. Based on the elastic equations of general media, the generalized form of dual variables equations for plane elastic waves in general elastic media layers are deduced in this paper by the transformation operation of matrix form equations. With the transformation operation of matrix and vector, the deducing processes are simplified and are easily understandable. The generalized form of dual variables equations are generally suitable not only for isotropic and perfect elastic media, but also for anisotropic and viscoelastic media, and they can adapt to the coupling situation of various wave types.
Dual variables equations are actually the state-space model with a set of methodology that can be directly applied to elastic waves problems. The methodology include variables separation method, eigenfunction expansion method, and transfer matrix method, etc [10, 11] . The solving methods are unified, well-adapted, and can inherently reveal the relationship among these methods. Based on dual variables equations of elastic waves, this paper introduce the general solving methods for elastic wave problems, and illustrate with the examples of isotropic media and anisotropic media of cubic system.
The General Form of Dual Variables Equations for Elastic Waves
The multilayers structure of elastic media generally has the parallel plane interfaces, and the media within layers are linear homogeneous media. The rectangular coordinate system is established as shown in Fig. 1 . The XOY plane parallel to the media interfaces, and Z coordinate axis is perpendicular to interfaces. Fig.1 The structure of elastic media layers and the coordinate system For general solid media, the displacement variables are marked as u1= ux, u2= uy, u3=uz, and the stress variables are marked as τ1=σx, τ2=σy, τ3=σz, τ4=τyz, τ5=τzx, τ6=τxy. Consequently, the elastic dynamic equations of elastic waves are expressed as matrix form equations given by: 
Where Fx, Fy, Fz are respectively the x, y, z components of volume force [12] . And from the geometric equations and constitutive equations, another matrix form equations are discribed as: 11  12  13  14  15  16   12  22  23  24  25  26  1  13  23  33  34  35  36  2  14  24  34  44  45  46  3  15  25  35  45  55  56   16  26  36  46 56 66
Where the stiffness matrix C of general media is the symmetric matrix, and the elastic property of medium layer can be entirely described by the stiffness matrix C [13] .
Supposing the harmonic elastic waves are the plane form waves in XOY plane, the displacement and stress variables are denoted as:
The volume force components are also written as the simple harmonic forms given by:
For the viscoelastic media, its constitutive relations of stress-strain are also the multiplicative equations as (2) in frequency domain. However, the elements in stiffness matrix C are the Fourier Transforms of corresponding relaxation functions [14] . So the elements of stiffness matrix C are the complex numbers, and the wave-number components of kx, ky are also possibly the complex numbers.
Substituting (3), (4) into (1), (2), we have: 
Merging equations (5) and (6) into one equations group, and adjusting the sequence of some equations and stress components, we obtain: Deriving from the last three equations of (7), the equations (8) 
And deriving from the first six equations of (7), the equations (9) 
Substituting (8) into (9) and arranging it, it yields: 
Isolating the derivative terms of displacement and stress variables from (10), and marking '.' over the variables to denote the derivatives about z, we arrange equation (10) 
And (11a) can be simplified as: (11) is the generalized form of dual variables equations for plane elastic waves in general elastic media layers, where the displacement components u1, u2, u3 and stress components τ5, τ4, τ3 are the basic dual variables. Equations (11) are first order ordinary differential equations of dual variables about z, namely the state space equations form, which can be considered as the transmission line model of elastic waves in media layers. For the propagation problems of elastic waves, the volume force components can be neglected, and the second item about volume force in the right side of equations (11) can be removed. For the stiffness matrix C of general media, the corresponding matrix H is Hamiltonian matrix, then equations (11) are also called Hamiltonian dual equations.
The above deduction of the generalized form of dual variables equations (11) are based on the basic elastic equations, thus equations (11) are generally suitable not only for isotropic and perfect elastic media, but also anisotropic and viscoelastic media, and can adapt to the general coupling situation of various wave types. The elastic properties of medium layer are entirely described by the stiffness matrix C. Putting related constants of wave numbers and the elastic coefficients of stiffness matrix C of specific medium layer into equations (11), we can directly get the dual variables equations of the specific medium layer.
Although the general form of dual variables equations (11) look complicated, the inverse matrix in equations (11) can be easily solved by inverse matrix formula of block matrix. And equations (11) can be greatly simplified in practical calculations because some elements in stiffness matrix C will become zeros, and the number of independent coefficients of stiffness matrix C will reduce when the degree of symmetry of medium property about coordinate axis and plane increase [15] . Additionally, parts of dual variables can be decoupled, namely various type of elastic waves can be decomposed when elastic waves propagate along the special direction in media layer [16] . Thus, we can get the independent lower order dual variables equations whose analysis and solution are greatly simplified.
Other physical variables of elastic waves problems can generally be expressed as algebraic equations of dual variables. For example, based on equations (8), the other three stress components τ1, τ2, τ6 can be expressed as : 1   15  14  13  1  41  42  43  1   2  25  24  23  2  51  52  53  2   6  56  46  36  3  61  62  63  3 (
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T u z u z u z can be directly expressed as the algebraic expression of dual variables from the first three equations of (11) . Substituting the expression into (12a) and arranging it, we can get the algebraic expression of stress components τ1, τ2, τ6 with dual variables:
Where Y(z)=[τ1(z), τ2(z), τ6(z)]T. Equation (12) can be called output equations whose solutions can be directly gotten with the solutions of dual variables equations (11) .
Combining equations (11) and (12), we can get the state-space model of elastic waves in general media layers with a set of methodology, whose theories and methods can be intuitively applied in elastic waves problems.
The General Solving Methods for Elastic Waves Problems in Elastic Layer
The dual variables equations of media layers are significant foundations for solving the general propagation problems and dynamic response problems of elastic waves in multilayer media. For specific elastic medium layer, we can directly obtain its state-space model of elastic waves by putting its elastic coefficients of stiffness matrix into equations (11), (12) . Then we can apply the methodology of state-space model to solve the elastic wave problems. The general solving methods for elastic waves problems can be described as follows:
The Dual Variables Equations of Media Layers
When a plane elastic wave is incident on elastic multilayers structure, the wave-number components of X, Y direction, namely kx and ky are the definite constants. According to general Snell Law [17] , the wave-number components of X, Y in every layer are all equal to kx, ky. Substituting kx, ky and every layer's stiffness matrix into equation (11), we can obtain the dual variables equations of every layer.
The Eigenvalue Problems of Dual Variables Equation of Medium Layer
Based on eigenvalue problems of dual variables equation of medium layer, we can get the eigenvalues, namely the wave-number components of Z direction kz, and the corresponding eigenvectors, namely the relative values of dual variables of corresponding wave components. With the variables separation methods and eigenfunctions expansion methods, we can get the superposition form solutions of dual variables in every layer. The superposition principle can be applied in solving reflection-transmission problems on layer interfaces, from which Zoeppritz equations to solve the reflection-transmission coefficients can be derived [18, 19] .
Transfer Matrix Method of Dual Variables for Elastic Waves in Media Layers
Solving the state transition matrix of dual variables equations, we can get the transfer form solutions of dual variables of elastic waves in media layers, and moreover obtain the transfer matrix method of dual variables for elastic waves in media layers. The transfer matrix method intuitively expresses the relationship of dual variables between interfaces of media layer [20, 21] , and is suitable to solve the boundary conditions problems of multilayers structure and the elastic wave impedance problems of media layers.
Regarding the displacement variables and corresponding stress variables as basic variables, dual variables equations can avoid the indirect solution of stress variables, and are conducive to dealing with the boundary conditions, and can express the properties of elastic waves intuitively and comprehensively. The solving methods of elastic waves problems based on dual variables equations are unified, well-adapted, and can easily reveal the relationships among them.
The examples of anisotropic media of cubic system and isotropic media are illustrated to show the eigen-solutions of dual variables equations as below.
The Analysis of Anisotropic Media of Cubic System
The generalized form of dual variables equations (11) is suitable for various types of anisotropic media. For anisotropic media of cubic system, when the coordinate system consistent with the cubic crystal axes X, Y, Z, its stiffness matrix is: 
(13) Where includes three independent elastic coefficients. Substituting the elements of stiffness matrix C into equations (11) 
And when plane waves propagate in coordinate plane XOZ, then ky=0. And substituting ky=0 into equation (14), we can get the dual variables equations of two-dimensional plane waves as:
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(17) For equations (16) , supposing its dual variables are the form of: (18) And substituting (18) into (16) and solving its eigenvalue problems, we can obtain the eigenvalues η1,2=±kzPj, η3,4=±kzS2j, where kzP, kzS2 are respectively: 1/ 2  2  2  2  2  2 1/ 2  11 44 11  44  2 11 44
Where P=(c112-c122-2c12c44)kx2-(c11+c44)ρω2, and PV(z)1/2 indicates the main value of square root of complex z. The eigenvector corresponding with kzj (=±kzPj, ±kzS2j) is: (20) is the dual variables of corresponding wave components normalized by u1(z). The results of eigenvalue problem above correspond with the characteristics of Hamilton matrix, that is, the eigenvalues are opposite numbers in pairs which indicate the opposite directions that elastic waves components propagate or decay along. Based on the eigenvector (20) , every wave components' polarization direction of particle vibration and the wave speed in different propagation direction can be computed out. And it can be verified that the polarization directions of particle vibration are neither perpendicular nor parallel to the propagation direction. Thus, (20) indicates the coupled quasi-longitudinal wave and quasi-transverse wave, and (16) are the dual variables equations of quasi-longitudinal wave and quasi-transverse wave, kzP and kzS2 are respectively the Z components of wave-numbers of quasi-longitudinal wave and quasi-transverse wave in anisotropic media of cubic system. From the above analysis, it is demonstrated that the concepts and characteristics of propagation problems of elastic waves can be derived from the eigenvalue problems of dual variables equations.
Similarly, for equations (17), supposing its dual variables form as [u2(z),τ4(z)]T=[U2,T4]Teηz, and substituting it into (17), we can solve the eigenvalues as η1,2=±kzS1j, where kzS1 is the Z component of wave-number which meet the relation of kzS12+kx2=ρω2/c44=kS2. The eigenvector [1,c44kz] T corresponding to eigenvalue kzj (=±kzS1j) is the dual variables of corresponding wave components [u2(z), τ4(z)]T normalized by u2(z). From the eigenvector, we learn that the propagation direction is perpendicular to the polarization direction of vibration particle in elastic wave components. So, it's the pure shear wave with Y polarization, and (17) is the dual variables equations of pure shear wave in cubic crystal media. The results above are equivalent to that of Christoffel equations [22] , and can reveal the relation among stress and displacement variables of wave components with more intuitive and clear methods.
The Analysis of Isotropic Media
For isotropic media, the stiffness matrix of constitutive equation is written as:
Where there are two independent elastic coefficents λ and μ. Substituting elements of (21) into equation (11), we can get the dual variables equation of plane elastic wave in isotropic media layer: 
sin cos = sin 2 / cos 2
Where θP=tg-1(kx/kzP), θS=tg-1(kx/kzS) indicate respectively the propagation direction of P-wave, SV-wave components. So the dual variables of P-SV uniform plane waves can be expressed as the superposition solution form as: 
(30) Where A1, A2 are respectively the displacement amplitudes of P-wave components propagating along ±z directions, and B1, B2 are respectively the displacement amplitudes of SV-wave components propagating along ±z directions. (30) can be regarded as the analytical basis for reflection and refraction problems of P-SV uniform plane waves in isotropic media. Combining with the boundary conditions of multilayers structure, we can intuitively deduce Zoeppritz equations for solving the reflection and refraction coefficients of P-SV waves [23, 24] .
Conclusions
The dual variables equations of elastic media are significant foundations for solving the propagation problems and dynamic response problems for elastic waves in multilayer structure. Based on basic equations of elastic waves in general elastic media, this paper develop the generalized form of dual variables equations for plane elastic waves in general media layers by the transformation operation of matrix and vector. To sum up the above discussion, the conclusions are given as following:
(1) Comparing with the deducing methods based on energy variation principle and Legendre transform, the transformation operations of matrix form equations are intuitive and simple. And the generalized form of dual variables equations are generally suitable not only for isotropic and perfect elastic media, but also for anisotropic and viscoelastic media, and can adapt to the coupling situation of various wave types.
(2) For specific media layer, we can directly get its dual variables equations of elastic waves by putting the elastic coefficients of stiffness matrix into the generalized form of dual variables equations. And from dual variables equations of elastic waves, we can analyze and solve the elastic wave problems. That is, we can get the superposition form solutions of dual variables of wave components from solving the eigenvalue problems of dual variables equations, and we can get the transfer form solutions of dual variables of elastic waves from solving the state transition matrix of dual variables equation, and so on. The solving methods based on dual variables equations are unified, intuitive, and well-adapted.
(3) The examples of anisotropic media of cubic system and isotropic media are illustrated to get their dual variables equations from the generalized form of dual variables equations. By solving the eigenvalue problems of dual variables equation we can achieve the decoupling of various wave components, solve the wave-numbers of various wave components, and get the superposition form solutions of dual variables for elastic waves, etc. And it is demonstrated that the results are identical with the conclusion of reference literature, thus indicate the effectiveness and universal applicability of generalized form of dual variables equations in elastic wave problems of media layers.
